…Villa Maria
have a sensational
wine here, with
a 50-year cellar
life…
Geoff Kelly
WINEWRITER
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N GA K I R I K I R I - T h e G rave l s
H aw ke s B ay

Cabernet Sauvignon 2013

We are very proud to present the first vintage of ‘Ngakirikiri’ (the gravels). From
the ‘once in a lifetime’ Hawkes Bay vintage of 2013, this flagship wine represents
the pinnacle of our winemaking achievements and marks a milestone in Villa
Maria’s 53 years of history. This exclusive, age worthy red wine featuring Bordeaux
varietals (in 2013 predominantly Cabernet-Sauvignon), sets a new benchmark
for quality and will be positioned at the top of Villa Maria’s portfolio, only
to be bottled when exceptional vintages produce truly outstanding wines for
consideration.
Ngakirikiri is the Māori word for Gravels, a befitting name for this stony Hawkes
Bay vineyard sited on what was an ancient riverbed. The Gimblett Gravels subregion is a majestic site with a reputation for astonishing, beautiful and thought
provoking wines.
TASTING NOTE

Upon pouring, this deep ruby coloured wine yields notably intense and pure aromatics of
cassis, red and black plum and floral violet scents, with fresh ground coffee bean, fragrant
dried thyme and cedar spice nuances also vying for attention. Layers of concentrated
flavours emerge and flow beautifully across the palate from start to finish, with optimally
ripe fruit, fine-grained tannins and supportive oak enhancing overall texture and richness
at each point along the way. This full bodied and age worthy wine will benefit and gain
additional complexity from careful cellaring over the next 15-20 years. NP July 2015.
THE SEASON

2013 in Hawkes Bay will go down as one of the regions greatest red wine vintages. The
region was officially declared in drought by February and summer extended well into
March with clear blue skies prevailing from the start of harvest to the finish. Cooler
nights moderated warm daytime temperatures and allowed for steady sugar and flavour
accumulation across vineyards. 2013 GDD units for the season were 1407, and average
rainfall for the months January through March was just 21mm, which was 25% of the long
term average.
TECHNICAL

Varieties: 97% Cabernet Sauvignon, 3% Merlot
Location of vines: Gimblett Gravels
Planting density vines / ha: 3472
Average vine age: Planted 1992-1995
Cropping rate: 4.2T/Ha
Fruit handling: 100% destemmed and crushed
Days cuvaison: 35-42 days
Cap management: Plunging
Total months elevation in barrique: 18 months
Type and % new barriques: 52% New French
Residual sugar in g/L: 0.44gL
Dry extract in g/L: 31.5gL
pH: 3.63
TA: 6.3gL
Alcohol: 13.8%
Filtration: Coarse only
Cases (of 6) produced: 1000

98 POINTS
This is a new flagship label that in
my view justifies its exalted price tag.
It’s quite an extraordinary wine…
Definitely worth decanting, collectible
and age worthy.
BOB CAMPBELL
Winewriter

100 POINTS
Is this perfection?
No, it’s better than that, if that’s
possible! ...this stunning wine (is)
thought-provoking and sensually
awe-inspiring.
SAM KIM
Winewriter

19+ out of 20
Villa Maria have a sensational wine here,
with a 50-year cellar life... It will score
higher in 10 years time.
GEOFF KELLY
Winewriter
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